
The automotive industry is in the midst of a technological revolution 
that will cause a shake-up and eventually cast aside human drivers 
for autonomous cars. There will be three interrelated stages in this 
process: (1) The continued rise of “connected cars” to enhance an 
occupant’s mobility experience, (2) the gradual progression of semi-
autonomous driving features, and (3) the introduction of completely 
driverless vehicles. Ultimately, traditional industry rewards and risks will 
be invalidated and insurers and related sector players must adapt and 
evolve rapidly in order to stay relevant. 

Connected cars — the carmaker’s dilemma

Traditionally, a car company’s major inputs in the development process 
have centered on design and performance. However, as consumers 
worry more about connectivity and infotainment, traditional design and 
functionalities are adding less value and becoming less important as 
unique selling points for everyday consumers.  ¹

Customer demand and connected technologies are pushing auto 
manufacturers to produce more than a simple mode of transportation 
and create what more closely resembles a “smart-phone-on-wheels.” 
As a result, automakers partner with software and digital hardware 
providers to develop the seamless smart features installed in today’s 
high tech vehicles. These partnerships set the stage for one of the most 
significant existential risks the automotive industry faces: the erosion of 
carmakers’ brand values and their role as industry leaders.

Global Connected Car Shipments 

Source: Scotiabank, BI intelligence estimates

Considering these partnerships, are automakers still in control of 
the most value-adding aspects of vehicles? Will their profits dilute if 
the real value-adders — software and technology partners — begin 
demanding larger shares of the spoils? These issues are coming to 
the forefront with the likes of Apple and Google hinting at their own 
aspirations to design and build vehicles. Are carmakers slowly being 
pushed more towards the role of a powerless contract manufacturer 
rather than shapers of the industry?

As the industry evolves, insurance companies, component suppliers 
and aftermarket services will have to think seriously about realigning 
themselves with the possible new kings of industry: the tech 
companies. 
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Data is the holy grail of connected cars...

To achieve success in the world of connected cars, a company’s 
ability to capture, analyze, protect and monetize the treasure trove of 
user-generated data transmitted by these vehicles will be equally as 
important as designing and producing the “connected” components. 
How can industry players use this data to find new revenue streams 
and hone their own product offerings? 

�� Carmakers can shape their product development and marketing 
strategies around how customers use their vehicles and find ways 
to generate subsequent aftersales revenue.

�� Software and content providers can find opportunities for upselling 
and cross-selling their own content and services to users, or they 
can create insights into user activities which can be sold to third 
parties. 

�� Insurance companies can provide more competitive usage-
based products where rates are charged according to real-time 
driving data rather than relying on traditional measures of risk and 
insurance coverage.

...But the road is fraught with risk

With so much up for grabs, the fight to claim ownership of user-
generated data and the rights to use it become important issues. 
Take, for instance, the relationship between insurers and automakers 
when providing usage-based insurance (UBI) products. Insurers rely 
heavily on data generated by functional systems like steering, brakes 
and acceleration but, as the designer of the drivetrain and powertrain 
components, carmakers have the strongest ownership claim on this 
data. ² As a result, will insurers have to sacrifice more of their UBI 
product’s potential profits in the form of payment to automakers for 
data access? 

There is also a growing concern for the risks associated with 
connected cars. As more cars become connected, the need to 
protect the car, its users and user data from cybercriminals is critical.

Autonomy accentuating current problems

With the gradual introduction of autonomous features, the industry 
tensions and risks relating to connected cars become even more 
apparent. Without strong competencies in programming, mapping, 
artificial intelligence, sensor production and big data analysis and 
storage platforms, carmakers are again having to turn to software 
companies and tech partnerships to get an autonomous vehicle up 
and running. As with connected car partnerships, this reliance on 
tech companies threatens to further erode their own brands and their 
value-adding worth. 

This goes a long way towards explaining recent scrambles by 
carmakers to obtain their own proprietary software capabilities. 
2D and 3D mapping services and the real-time data they generate 
will be one of the key resources to control given that autonomous 
vehicles will need to anticipate road conditions and their location on 
a pre-defined route at all times. In 2015,³  the Daimler, Audi and BMW 
consortium acquired Nokia’s online mapping service, Nokia HERE. 
By securing the service, the German companies are attempting to 
minimize the threat of their competitors in this space. 

Liability and semi-autonomy: no easy reconciliation

Aside from exacerbating issues of technological weakness for 
automakers, the gradual introduction of autonomy also creates 
substantial risks for all industry players through its impact on auto 
insurance. As vehicles increasingly become driven by safer software 
rather than a human driver, crashes are likely to fall in frequency and 
severity, which will already place pressure on insurance providers to 
lower the prices of their products.⁴

As drivers allege that crashes were the result of faults in semi-
autonomous features, carmakers and autonomous software 
providers will have to defend their case in courts of law. To do so they 
will increasingly rely on black-box-like data gathered by the car in the 
moments before and after the crash. However, automakers may store 
and analyze this data in very different ways making it difficult for third 
parties to verify the data and for it to be accepted as reliable evidence 
in court. 

Considering that today’s vehicles contain about 100 million lines of 
code,⁵  and an additional 10 million lines of code are estimated to be 
added to enable autonomous capabilities, managing data becomes 
a challenge. Some carmakers and suppliers might be reluctant 
to explain the complex algorithms that underpin their systems, 
hindering the ability to pinpoint problems in the software.  

Even tougher problems will arise over 
the next five to 10 years as regulators, 
carmakers and insurance companies 
struggle with assigning liability for crashes 
incurred while semi-autonomous features 
like automatic emergency braking and 
auto-piloted highway driving are in use. 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/why-the-connected-car-is-one-of-this-generations-biggest-security-risks/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/why-the-connected-car-is-one-of-this-generations-biggest-security-risks/
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Driverless future is a headache for insurers

As the industry moves on to fully driverless vehicles — where human 
drivers play no role whatsoever — the insurance industry faces an 
even more pressing issue: who is responsible for accident coverage? 
Without a human driver at all, the industry is divided on whether 
or not the suppliers of autonomous technologies should take on 
responsibility for accident insurance. Here, two new industry models 
have been suggested as an answer to this problem.

The first of these has been suggested by Mercedes, Google and 
Volvo, who each promised in 2015 to accept responsibility for crashes 
incurred by their autonomous vehicles.⁶ In doing so, they indirectly 
encouraged a “developer-pays” model whereby those responsible 
for the development of autonomous tech take on the responsibility of 
insuring vehicles. 

The problem with this approach is that it can be interpreted as anti-
competitive. Smaller developers of autonomous systems are unlikely 
to afford the high costs of insuring their products for mass markets 
giving an unfair advantage to larger scale industry players. 

In response, the industry is toying with new no-fault models of 
insurance sponsored by the state. Just like the 1986 National 
Childhood Vaccine Injury Act in the U.S. limits the liability of 
pharmaceutical companies, autonomous driving liability legislation 
and state-sponsored insurance will limit the liability of automakers 
whose technology occasionally malfunctions and causes casualties 
or damage. 

Ownership incentives to dissipate

One intriguing scenario that has yet to attract much scrutiny is 
whether the autonomous car industry of the future offers sufficient 
incentive for individuals to own their own cars. In an urban-centric 
scenario, the wide availability of vehicles on demand may discourage 

the need to invest in a car. If pay-per-use or state subsidized transport 
is widely available as an on-demand service, it would more cost-
effective for citizens not to buy their own vehicles. This would lead 
to less demand for personal insurance, creating more difficulties for 
fleet operators and insurance companies alike. It is unlikely that such 
a scenario will come to pass in the next two decades but, by 2060, it 
is possible that the “smart cities” being constructed around the world 
will be in a position to remotely operate extensive passenger vehicle 
fleets for the benefits of tax-paying citizens.

Despite the considerable risks and high investment requirements, 
this would appeal to private sector investors; we foresee a new breed 
of player emerging in the connected car ecosystem. Such an investor 
may already exist — how soon before ride-sharing companies 
replace human drivers with computer-controlled rides? Of course, 
such players will need to be closely regulated and they themselves 
will need insurance, but insurance providers could be looking at a 
future where they are serving just a handful of large-scale, high-risk 
customers rather than an enormous pool of variable-risk customers.

Making sense of an industry in flux

It is difficult to predict the shape of the industry in 20 years. What is 
clear is that the risks are high for industry stakeholders who remain 
complacent. As connected features become the more important 
value-adding components of a new vehicle, software companies 
and carmakers will be forced into ever closer partnerships. These 
partnerships will be characterized by internal tensions as the 
industry’s traditional leaders see their position eroded by more 
tech-savvy players. While these industry tensions are bubbling to 
the surface, industry players will also be grappling with the wider 
issue of who takes on liability for what will be the most revolutionary 
technological change the industry will see. 

¹ https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/tr/Documents/technology-media-
telecommunications/iot-whoownstheroad.pdf

² http://blogs.csc.com/2016/08/01/usage-based-car-insurance-insurers-hesi-
tate-but-is-adoption-inevitable/?utm_campaign=social_20160802_64420906&ad-
bid=760429982157901824&adbpl=tw&adbpr=599689553

³ http://www.wsj.com/articles/bmw-daimler-audi-agree-to-buy-nokias-here-maps-busi-
ness-1438580698

⁴ https://home.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/05/kpmg-automobile-insur-
ance-in-era-autonomous.pdf

5 https://www.tasanet.com/Knowledge-Center/Articles/ArtMID/477/ArticleID/128/Au-
tonomous-Vehicles

⁶ http://jalopnik.com/mercedes-google-volvo-to-accept-liability-when-their-1735170893
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